Soccer is the number one growing sport in America today and becoming more popular each day. With
each passing year other sports report diminishing numbers due to the loss to soccer. With this new
popularity comes more and more pressure for teams to win at younger and younger age groups. In fact
it is not unheard of to hear parents discussing the outcome of a U-8 age group game as if it was the
World Cup!
Parents and coaches who are heavily emphasizing winning at such a young age are causing players to
burn out or quit the sport altogether. The development of these players is being hindered by this
attitude. Currently, 35% of players quit by age 12, and 80% of those who played youth soccer are
finished by age 16! This dropout rate is linked to the pressure players feel to win soccer matches – a
pressure placed upon them by parents and coaches.
One reason behind this pressure, and win at all costs mentality, may be the misperception people have
as to what soccer player development is or are being led to believe that there is a lot of money in college
scholarships available. Parents and coaches of very young players are increasingly identifying success as
the results posted on a tournament board, league matches, and or rankings found on soccer.com.
However, the differences between soccer player development and winning are numerous.
In soccer-playing countries, such as the Netherlands and Germany, the children are taught how to play
the sport before competition. Competition in other countries differs as well. A majority of players play
locally with youth clubs. It isn’t until they are older that they are truly identified to play at a professional
or higher level of play. In the United States, we are asking children to compete and win before they have
been taught the necessary skills and tactics. This problem manifests itself at the older age groups.
This problem starts at an early age. Motivated by this adult induced focus, young players go out and
attempt to win the only way they know how – they kick it hard and far and run after it. Without the
technical skills, this is the surest way to win matches. It is athleticism that prevails not good soccer! The
pressure to win, added to an inability by some coaches to teach good soccer skills, inhibits these players
from developing the necessary skills to play at a higher level. The irony of it is that at this young age the
players are the most receptive to learning!! These are the golden years of learning.
In most metro-areas, this problem manifests itself at the U-8 through U-12 age groups. As the Premier
teams are formed, the best athletes are chosen. Their skill level is far behind where it needs to be, and is
already losing players who are turned off by the sport or are lured away to other activities. All occurring
because of a focus on winning at too early an age! Compare the average level of American youth players
w/the average European youth players. At a young age we can compete, however, as the players mature
the disparity is overwhelming. Even in this country and state the differences are great between the
clubs. Top-flight clubs and second tier clubs is the technical ability of their young players. There are
other factors as well such as metropolitan size and player talent pool but, the focus of this document is
the technical and tactical development.
What happens to teams that win with athleticism and/or a win at all costs approach?

Because they have been formed as a “super” team they become frustrated at the lack of competition
and they lose the motivation to improve. When they are faced with a challenge on the field, they do not
know how to respond.
The constant pressure to win, and the disappointment, frustration, and yes anger that parents and
coaches show these players when they lose begins to kill their passion for the game. This is the major
reason for the large dropout rate between U-8 and U-13. Technical proficiency takes time, effort, and
patience to mature in many players and only a few have a natural ability. Therefore we have to be more
vigilant in developing technical skills and tactical skills. We must set the bar a little higher and yes at the
expense of a few matches along the way.

